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Abdel-Hamid T; *Ankel FK; Battle-Fisher M; Gibson B; Gonzalez-Parra G; Jalali M; Kaipainen K; Kalupahana N; Karanfil O; Marathe A; *Martinson BC; McKelvey K; Nath Sarbadhikari S; Pintauro S; Poucheret P; *Pronk NP; Qian Y; Sazonov E; Van Oorschot K; Venkitasubramamian A; Murphy PJ. Public and health professionals' misconceptions about the dynamics of body weight gain/loss. *Syst Dyn Rev.* 2014 Jan-Jun;30(1-2):58-74. PMCID: PMC4300993.

*Adams KF; Leitzmann MF; Ballard-Barbash R; Albanes D; Harris TB; Hollenbeck A; Kipnis V. Body mass and weight change in adults in relation to mortality risk. *Am J Epidemiol.* 2014 Jan 15;179(2):135-44. PMCID: PMC3873112. [Chosen as one of (10 total) *American Journal of Epidemiology’s* 2013 Articles of the Year]

*Adams KF; *Sperl-Hillen JM; Davis HT; Spain CV; *Hanson AM; *Fernandes OD; Von Worley A; *Parker ED; *Lavin-Tompkins JM; Parsons W; Beaton SJ. Factors influencing patient completion of diabetes self-management education. *Diabetes Spectr.* 2013 Winter;26(1):40-5. Project Number: A07-091 IDEA Study.

*Aderibigbe KT; *Fletcher JW; *Barta RJ; *Hill BW; *Cole PA. Staged calcaneus osteocutaneous filet flap for salvage of transtibial amputation. *Foot Ankle Int.* 2014 Jan;35(1):71-9.

Ahmedani BK; Simon GE; Stewart C; Beck AL; Waitzfelder BE; *Rossom RC; Lynch FL; Owen-Smith AA; Hunkeler EM; Whiteside U; Operskalski BH; Coffey MJ; *Solberg LI. Health care contacts in the year before suicide death. *J Gen Intern Med.* 2014 Jun;29(6):870-7. PMCID: PMC4026491. Project Number: A10-003 MHRN Infrastructure. [Comment in: *J Gen Intern Med.* 2014 Jun;29(6):827-9.]


Avalos LA; Chen H; Yang C; Andrade SE; Cooper WO; Cheetham CT; Davis RL; Dublin S; Hammad TA; Kaplan S; *Pawloski PA; Raebel MA; Scott PE; Smith DH; Toh S; Li DK. The prevalence and trends of antiviral medication use during pregnancy in the US: a population-based study of 664,297 deliveries in 2001-2007. *Matern Child Health J.* 2014 Jan;18(1):64-72. PMCID: PMC3776000.

Bandyopadhyay S; Wolfson J; Vock DM; *Vazquez-Benitez G; Adomavicius G; Elidrisi MA; Johnson PE; *O'Connor PJ. Data mining for censored time-to-event data: a Bayesian network model for predicting cardiovascular risk from electronic health record data. *Data Min Knowl Disc.* 2014 Oct;Published online.
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Bodde AE; Beebe TJ; Chen LP; Jenkins S; Perez-Vergara K; Finney Rutten LJ; *Ziegenfuss JY. Misperceptions of weight status among adolescents: sociodemographic and behavioral correlates. *Patient Relat Outcome Meas.* 2014 Dec;5:163-71. PMCID: PMC4266328.


Boyle RG; *Solberg LI; Fiore MC. Use of electronic health records to support smoking cessation [review article]. *Cochrane Database Syst Rev.* 2014 Dec 30;12:CD008743.

*Burnett AM; *Frascone RJ; *Wewerka SS; *Kealey SE; *Evens ZN; *Griffith KR; *Salzman JG. Comparison of success rates between two video laryngoscope systems used in a prehospital clinical trial. *Prehosp Emerg Care.* 2014 Apr-Jun;18(2):231-8.


*Cole PA. Ask the experts: spiral distal diaphyseal tibia and fibula fractures. *Orthopedics Today.* 2014 May;Published online.


*Cortes-Puentes GA; *Gard KE; *Keenan JC; *Adams AB; *Dries DJ; *Marini JJ. Positional effects on lung volumes and transpulmonary pressure during unilateral mechanical asymmetry. *Minn Med.* 2014 Jun;97(6):44.

*Cortes-Puentes GA; *Gard KE; Keenan JC; *Adams AB; *Dries DJ; *Marini JJ. Unilateral mechanical asymmetry. Positional effects on lung volumes and transpulmonary pressure. *Intensive Care Med Exp.* 2014;24.

Daley MF; Yih WK; Glanz JM; Hambidge SJ; Narwaney KJ; Yin R; Li L; Nelson JC; *Nordin JD; Klein NP; Jacobsen SJ; Weintraub ES. Safety of diphtheria, tetanus, acellular pertussis and inactivated poliovirus (DTaP-IPV) vaccine. *Vaccine.* 2014 May 23;32(25):3019-24

Danielyan L; Beer-Hammer S; Stolzing A; Schafer R; Siegel G; Fabian C; Kahle P; Biedermann T; Lourhmati A; Buadze M; Novakovic A; Proksch B; Gleiter CH; *Frey WH 2nd; Schwab M. Intranasal delivery of bone marrow-derived mesenchymal stem cells, macrophages, and microglia to the brain in mouse models of Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s disease. *Cell Transplant.* 2014;23(Suppl 1):123-39.

Debaty G; Segal N; Matsuura T; Fahey B; Wayne MA; Mahoney BD; *Frascone RJ; Lick C; Yannopoulos D. Hemodynamic improvement of a LUCAS 2 automated device by addition of an impedance threshold device in a pig model of cardiac arrest. *Resuscitation.* 2014 Dec;85(12):1704-7.


*Desai JR; *Pawloski PA; *Sperl-Hillen JM; *O’Connor PJ. Personalized and prioritized diabetes treatment recommendations to reduce cardiovascular risk [editorial]. *Diabetes Manage.* 2014 Mar;4(2):105-8. Project Number: A09-096 Priorities

Dichter JR; Kanter RK; *Dries DJ; Luyckx V; Lim ML; Wilgis J; Anderson MR; Sarani B; Hupert N; Mutter R; Devereaux AV; Christian MD; Kissoon N. System-level planning, coordination, and communication: care of the critically ill and injured during pandemics and disasters: CHEST consensus statement. *Chest.* 2014 Oct;146(4 Suppl):e87S-e102S.

Dolan SB; Jentes ES; Sotir MJ; Han P; Blanton JD; Rao SR; LaRocque RC; Ryan ET; Abraham GM; Alvarez S; Ansdel V; Yates JA; Atkins EH; Cahill J; Birich HK; Vitek D; Connor BA; Dismukes R; Kozarsky P; Dosunmu R; Goad JA; Hagmann S; Hale D; Hynes NA; Jacquerioz F; McLellan S; Knouse M; Lee J; LaRocque RC; Ryan ET; Oladele A; Demeke H; Pasinski R; Wheeler AE; Rao SR; Rosen J; Schwartz BS; Stauffer W; *Walker PF; Vinetz J. Pre-exposure rabies vaccination among US international travelers: findings from the global TravEpiNet consortium. *Vector Borne Zoonotic Dis.* 2014 Feb;14(2):160-7.


*Dries DJ; Reed MJ; Kissoon N; Christian MD; Dichter JR; Devereaux AV; Uperman JS. Special populations: care of the critically ill and injured during pandemics and disasters: CHEST consensus statement. Chest. 2014 Oct;146(4 Suppl):e75S-86S.

Dublin S; Johnson KE; Walker RL; Avalos LA; Andrade SE; Beaton SJ; Davis RL; Herrinton LJ; *Pawloski PA; Raebel MA; Smith DH; Toh S; Caughey AB. Trends in elective labor induction for six United States health plans, 2001-2007. J Womens Health (Larchmt). 2014 Nov;23(11):904-11. PMCID: PMC4235981.

Dudek AZ; Kumar P; H Thaw SS; Cao Q; *Pawloski PA; Larson T. Phase II study of biweekly carboplatin, gemcitabine, and bevacizumab as first-line treatment in patients with stage IIIB/IV NSCLC. Am J Clin Oncol. 2014 Apr;37(2):140-3.

Duggan MJ; Rago AP; *Marini JJ; Beagle J; Peev MP; Velmahos G; Sharma U; King DR. Development of a lethal, closed-abdomen, arterial hemorrhage model in noncoagulopathic swine. J Surg Res. 2014 Apr;187(2):536-41.


*Eccles-Radtkte C; Rector TS; Cutting A; Drekonja DM. Urinary tract infections in male veterans with human immunodeficiency virus. Open Forum Infect Dis. 2014 Dec;1(3):ofu100.
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*Emohare O; *Cagan AB; *Morgan RA; *Davis RA; *Asis MJ; *Switzer JA; Polly DW Jr. The use of computed tomography attenuation to evaluate osteoporosis following acute fractures of the thoracic and lumbar vertebra. *Geriatr Orthop Surg Rehabil.* 2014 Jun;5(2):50-5.


Feigelson HS; Zeng C; *Pawloski PA; Onitilo AA; Richards CS; Johnson MA; Kauffman TL; Webster J; Nyirenda C; Alexander GL; Hwang C; Cross D; McCarty CA; Davis RL; Schwarzkopf D; Williams AE; Honda S; Daida Y; Kushi LH; Delate T; Goddard KAB. Does KRAS testing in metastatic colorectal cancer impact overall survival? A comparative effectiveness study in a population-based sample. *PLoS One.* 2014 May;9(5):e94977. PMCID: PMC4006772.

Fellows JL; Gordan VV; Gilbert GH; *Rindal DB; Qvist V; Litaker MS; Benjamin PL; Flink H; Pihlstrom DJ; *Johnson NJ; National Dental PBRN Collaborative Group. Dentist and practice characteristics associated with restorative treatment of enamel caries in permanent teeth: multiple-regression modeling of observational clinical data from the National Dental PBRN. *Am J Dent.* 2014 Apr;27(2):91-9. PMCID: PMC4090699. Project Number: A11-037 National Dental PBRN.

*Fine JM; *Forsberg AC; *Renner DB; *Faltesek KA; *Mohan KG; *Wong JC; *Arneson LC; *Crow JM; *Frey WH 2nd; *Hanson LR. Intranasally-administered deferoxamine mitigates toxicity of 6-OHDA in a rat model of Parkinsons disease. *Brain Res.* 2014 Jul 29;1574:96-104.


Funkhouser EM; Fellows JL; Gordan VV; *Rindal DB; Foy PJ; Gilbert GH; National Dental PBRN Collaborative Group. Supplementing online surveys with a mailed option to reduce bias and improve response rate: the National Dental Practice-Based Research Network. J Public Health Dent. 2014 Sep;74(4):276-82. Project Number: A11-037 National Dental PBRN.


*Grall KJ; Stoneking LR; DeLuca LA; Waterbrook AL; Pritchard TG; Denninghoff KR. An innovative longitudinal curriculum to increase emergency medicine residents’ exposure to rarely encountered and technically challenging procedures. Adv Med Educ Pract. 2014 Jul;52:29-36. PMCID: PMC4108255.


Grzywacz JG; *Crain AL; *Martinson BC; Quandt SA. Job design and ethnic differences in working women's physical activity. Am J Health Behav. 2014 Jan;38(1):63-73. PMCID: PMC4028622. Project Number: A07-118.
Hambidge SJ; Newcomer SR; Narwaney KJ; Glanz JM; Daley MF; Xu S; Shoup JA; Rowhani-Rahbar A; P Klein N; Lee GM; Nelson JC; Lugg M; Naleway AL; *Nordin JD; Weintraub ES; DeStefano F. Timely versus delayed early childhood vaccination and seizures. *Pediatrics*. 2014 Jun;133(6):e1492-9.

Han LC; Delpe S; Shah ND; *Ziegenfuss JY; Tilburt JC; Karnes RJ; Nguyen PL; Gross CP; Yu JB; Trinh QD; Sun M; Ranasinghe WK; Kim SP. Perceptions of radiation oncologists and urologists on sources and type of evidence to inform prostate cancer treatment decisions. *Int J Radiat Oncol Biol Phys*. 2014 Jun 1;89(2):277-83.


*Hill BW; *Emohare O; *Song B; Davis RL; *Kang MM. The use of vancomycin powder reduces surgical reoperation in posterior instrumented and noninstrumented spinal surgery. *Acta Neurochir (Wien)*. 2014 Apr;156(4):749-54.


Hlatky MA; Ray RM; Burwen DR; *Margolis KL; Johnson KC; Kucharska-Newton A; Manson JE; Robinson JG; Safford MM; Allison MA; Assimes TL; Bavry AA; Berger J; Cooper-Dehoff RM; Heckbert SR; Li W; Liu S; Martin LW; Perez MV; Tindle HA; Winkelmayer WC; Stefanick ML. Use of Medicare data to identify coronary heart disease outcomes in the Women's Health Initiative. *Circ Cardiovasc Qual Outcomes*. 2014 Jan;7(1):157-62.

Holmes JH; *Elliott TE; Brown JS; Raebel MA; Davidson AJ; *Nelson AF; Chung A; La Chance P; Steiner JF. Clinical research data warehouse governance for distributed research networks in the USA: a systematic review of the literature [review article]. J Am Med Inform Assoc. 2014 Jul-Aug;21(4):730-6. PMCID: PMC4078282.


*House CM; *Moriarty KA; *Nelson WB. Reply to comment on: "Anatomic versus effective orifice area in a bicuspid aortic valve". Echocardiography. 2014 Sep;31(8):1029. [Comment on: Echocardiography. 2014 Sep;31(8):1023-7; 1028.]


*Jackson JM; *DeFor TA; *Crain AL; *Kerby TJ; Strayer LS; Lewis CE; Whitlock EP; Williams SB; Vitolins MZ; Rodabough RJ; Larson JC; Habermann EB; *Margolis KL. Validity of diabetes self-reports in the Women's Health Initiative. Menopause. 2014 Aug;21(8):861-8. PMCID: PMC4278641.


Johnson KE; Tachibana C; Coronado GD; Dember LM; Glasgow RE; Huang SS; Martin PJ; Richards J; Rosenthal G; Septimus E; Simon GE; *Solberg Ll; Suls J; Thompson E; Larson EB. A guide to research partnerships for pragmatic clinical trials. BMJ. 2014;349:g6826.
Jordan JH; Thwin SS; Lash TL; Buist DS; Field TS; Haque R; *Pawloski PA; Petersen HV; Prout MN; Quinn VP; Yood MU; Silliman RA; Geiger AM. Incident comorbidities and all-cause mortality among 5-year survivors of Stage I and II breast cancer diagnosed at age 65 or older: a prospective-matched cohort study. *Breast Cancer Res Treat.* 2014 Jul;146(2):401-9. Project Number: A07-092 BOW 2 Resubmission.

Kadia S; Bawa R; Shah H; Lippmann SB; *Narang PD. Poor oral hygiene in the mentally ill: be aware of the problem, and intervene. *Curr Psychiatr.* 2014 Jul;13(7):47-8.


Kawai AT; Li L; Kulldorff M; Vellozzi C; Weintraub ES; Baxter RP; Belongia EA; Daley MF; Jacobsen SJ; Naleway AL; *Nordin JD; Lee GM. Absence of associations between influenza vaccines and increased risks of seizures, Guillain-Barre syndrome, encephalitis, or anaphylaxis in the 2012-2013 season. *Pharmacoepidemiol Drug Saf.* 2014 May;23(5):548-53.


*Kharbanda EO; *Parker ED; Sinaiko AR; Daley MF; *Margolis KL; *Becker MT; *Sherwood NE; Magid DJ; *O’Connor PJ. Initiation of oral contraceptives and changes in blood pressure and body mass index in healthy adolescents. *J Pediatr.* 2014 Nov;165(5):1029-33. PMCID: PMC4252822.
*Kharbanda EO; *Stuck LH; *Molitor BA; *Nordin JD. Missed opportunities for pregnancy prevention among insured adolescents. *JAMA Pediatr.* 2014 Dec 1;168(12):e142809.

*Kharbanda EO; *Vazquez-Benitez G; Lipkind HS; Klein NP; Cheetham TC; Naleway AL; Omer SB; Hambidge SJ; Lee GM; Jackson ML; McCarthy NL; DeStefano F; *Nordin JD. Evaluation of the association of maternal pertussis vaccination with obstetric events and birth outcomes. *JAMA.* 2014 Nov 12;312(18):1897-904.


Kilbourne AM; Almirall D; Eisenberg D; Waxmonsky J; Goodrich DE; Fortney JC; Kirchner JE; *Solberg LI; Main D; Bauer MS; Kyle J; Murphy SA; Nord KM; Thomas MR. Protocol: Adaptive Implementation of Effective Programs Trial (ADEPT): cluster randomized SMART trial comparing a standard versus enhanced implementation strategy to improve outcomes of a mood disorders program. *Implement Sci.* 2014 Sep 30;9(1):132. PMCID: PMC4189548. Project Number: A13-069 Smart REP.

Kim SP; Gross CP; Nguyen PL; Smaldone MC; Shah ND; Karnes RJ; Thompson RH; Han LC; Yu JB; Trinh QD; *Ziegenfuss JY; Sun M; Tilburt JC. Perceptions of active surveillance and treatment recommendations for low-risk prostate cancer: results from a national survey of radiation oncologists and urologists. *Med Care.* 2014 Jul;52(7):579-85. [Comment in: *Med Care.* 2014 Jul;52(7):576-8.]


Kim SP; Karnes RJ; Nguyen PL; *Ziegenfuss JY; Thompson RH; Han LC; Shah ND; Smaldone MC; Gross CP; Frank I; Weight CJ; Beebe TJ; Tilburt JC. A national survey of radiation oncologists and urologists on recommendations of prostate-specific antigen screening for prostate cancer. *BJU Int.* 2014 May;113(5b):E106-11.

Klabunde CN; Clauser SB; Liu B; *Pronk NP; Ballard-Barbash R; Huang TT; Smith AW. Organization of primary care practice for providing energy balance care. *Am J Health Promot.* 2014 Jan-Feb;28(3):e67-80.
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Kristensen AH; *Flottemesch TJ; *Maciosek MV; Jenson J; Barclay G; Ashe M; Sanchez EJ; Story MT; Teutsch SM; Brownson RC. Reducing childhood obesity through U.S. federal policy: a microsimulation analysis. Am J Prev Med. 2014 Nov;47(5):604-12.


Lash TL; Thwin SS; Yood MU; Geiger AM; Bosco J; Quinn VP; Field TS; *Pawloski PA; Silliman RA. Comprehensive evaluation of the incidence of late effects in 5-year survivors of breast cancer. Breast Cancer Res Treat. 2014 Apr;144(3):643-63. Project Number: A07-092 BOW 2 Resubmission.


*Lee JS; *Narang PD; Lippmann SB. Ketamine as an electroconvulsive therapy anesthetic agent. J ECT. 2014 Sep;30(3):e30-1.

Levas MN; Dayan PS; Mittal MK; Stevenson MD; Bachur RG; Dudley NC; Bajaj L; Macias CG; Bennett J; Dowd MD; *Thomas AJ; Kharbanda AB. Effect of Hispanic ethnicity and language barriers on appendiceal perforation rates and imaging in children. J Pediatr. 2014 Jun;164(6):1286-91.


Linz PE; Lovato LC; Byington RP; *O'Connor PJ; Leiter LA; Weiss D; Force RW; Crouse JR; Ismail-Beigi F; Simmons DL; Papademetriou V; Ginsberg HN; Elam MB. Paradoxical reduction in HDL-C with fenofibrate and thiazolidinedione therapy in type 2 diabetes: the ACCORD Lipid Trial. Diabetes Care. 2014 Mar;37(3):686-93. PMCID: PMC3931389. Project Number: A05-113 ACCORD.

Lo JC; Chandra M; Sinaiko AR; Daniels SR; Prineas RJ; Maring B; *Parker ED; *Sherwood NE; Daley MF; *Kharbanda EO; *Adams KF; Magid DJ; *O'Connor PJ; Greenspan LC. Severe obesity in children: prevalence, persistence and relation to hypertension. Int J Pediatr Endocrinol. 2014 Mar 3;(1):3. PMCID: PMC3976673. Project Number: A11-090 Teen BP.

Lo JC; Maring B; Chandra M; Daniels SR; Sinaiko AR; Daley MF; *Sherwood NE; *Kharbanda EO; *Parker ED; *Adams KF; Prineas RJ; Magid DJ; *O'Connor PJ; Greenspan LC. Prevalence of obesity and extreme obesity in children aged 3-5 years. Pediatr Obes. 2014 Jun;9(3):167-75. PMCID: PMC3830709. Project Number: A08-087 Pediatric Hypertension.

Lu CY; Zhang F; Lakoma MD; Madden JM; Rusinak D; Penfold RB; Simon G; Ahmedani BK; Clarke G; Hunkeler EM; Waitzfelder BE; Owen-Smith A; Raebel MA; *Rossom RC; Coleman KJ; Copeland LA; Soumerai SB. Changes in antidepressant use by young people and suicidal behavior after FDA warnings and media coverage: quasi-experimental study. BMJ. 2014 Jun 18;348:g3596. PMCID: PMC4062705. [Comment in: BMJ. 2014;348:g4047.]

Luo J; Beresford SA; Chen C; Chelebowski RT; Garcia L; Kuller LH; Regier M; Wactawski-Wende J; *Margolis KL. Association between diabetes, diabetes treatment and risk of developing endometrial cancer. Br J Cancer. 2014 Sep 23;111(7):1432-9. PMCID: PMC4183842.


Makhija SK; Gilbert GH; Funkhouser EM; Bader JD; Gordan VV; *Rindal DB; Pihlstrom DJ; Qvist V; National Dental PBRN Collaborative Group. Characteristics, detection methods and treatment of questionable occlusal carious lesions: findings from the National Dental Practice-Based Research Network. Caries Res. 2014 Jan 29;48(3):200-7. PMCID: PMC3997593. Project Number: A11-037 National Dental PBRN.
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*Margolis KL; Greenspan LC; *Trower NK; Daley MF; Daniels SR; Lo JC; *Kharbanda EO; Sinaiko AR; Magid DJ; *Parker ED; Chandra M; Tavel HM; *O’Connor PJ. Lipid screening in children and adolescents in community practice: 2007 to 2010. *Circ Cardiovasc Qual Outcomes.* 2014 Sep;7(5):718-26. PMCID: PMC4167939. Project Number: A11-090 Teen BP.

*Margolis KL; *O’Connor PJ; Morgan TM; Buse JB; Cohen RM; Cushman WC; Cutler JA; Evans GW; Gerstein HC; Grimm RH Jr; Lipkin EW; Narayan KM; Riddle MC Jr; Sood A; Goff DC Jr. Outcomes of combined cardiovascular risk factor management strategies in type 2 diabetes: the ACCORD randomized trial. *Diabetes Care.* 2014 Jun;37(6):1721-8. PMCID: PMC4030092. Project Number: A05-113 ACCORD.


*Martinez JA; Francis GJ; Liu WQ; Pradzinsky N; *Fine JM; Wilson M; *Hanson LR; *Frey WH 2nd; Zochodne D; Gordon T; *Toth CC. Retraction notice to "Intranasal delivery of insulin and a nitric oxide synthase inhibitor in an experimental model of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis" Neuroscience 157 (2008) 908-25. Neuroscience. 2014 Sep 5;275:549. Project Number: A06-073 IN Insulin.


McGlynn EA; Lieu TA; Durham ML; Bauck A; Laws R; Go AS; Chen J; Feigelson HS; Corley DA; Young DR; *Nelson AF; Davidson AJ; Morales LS; Kahn MG. Developing a data infrastructure for a learning health system: the PORTAL network. J Am Med Inform Assoc. 2014 Jul;21(4):596-601. PMCID: PMC4078291.

McNeil MM; Gee J; Weintraub ES; Belonga EA; Lee GM; Glanz JM; *Nordin JD; Klein NP; Baxter RP; Naleway AL; Jackson LA; Omer SB; Jacobsen SJ; DeStefano F. The Vaccine Safety Datalink: successes and challenges monitoring vaccine safety. Vaccine. 2014 Sep 22;32(42):5390-8.


Mold JW; Fox C; Wisniewski A; Lipman PD; Krauss MR; Harris DR; Aspy C; Cohen RA; Elward KS; Frame P; Yawn BP; *Solberg LI; Gonin R. Implementing asthma guidelines using practice facilitation and local learning collaboratives: a randomized controlled trial. Ann Fam Med. 2014 May-Jun;12(3):233-40. PMCID: PMC4018371. Project Number: A09-147 NIH Asthma.

Moore PW; Donovan JW; Burkhart KK; Waskin JA; Hieger MA; Adkins AR; Wert Y; Haggerty DA; *Rasimas JJ. Safety and efficacy of flumazenil for reversal of iatrogenic benzodiazepine-associated delirium toxicity during treatment of alcohol withdrawal, a retrospective review at one center. J Med Toxicol. 2014 Jun;10(2):126-32. PMCID: PMC4057541.


Murphy MV; Du DT; Hua W; Cortez KJ; Butler MG; Davis RL; Decoster T; Johnson L; Li L; Nakasato C; *Nordin JD; Ramesh M; Schum M; Von Worley A; Zinderman C; Platt R; Klompas M. The utility of claims data for infection surveillance following anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction. *Infect Control Hosp Epidemiol.* 2014 Jun;35(6):652-9.

Naleway AL; Kurosky S; Henninger ML; Gold R; *Nordin JD; *Kharbanda EO; Irving SA; Cheetham TC; Nakasato C; Glanz JM; Hambidge SJ; Davis RL; Klein NP; McCarthy NL; Weintraub ES. Vaccinations given during pregnancy, 2002-2009: a descriptive study. *Am J Prev Med.* 2014 Feb;46(2):150-7.


*Nelson WB; *House CM; *Turnquist PK; *Spence JM; *Anstadt MA; *Nickele GA; *Moriarty KA; Stone CK. Ultra low-dose single photon emission computed tomography myocardial perfusion imaging. *Int J Diagn Imaging.* 2014 Sep;1(2):54-63.

*Nordin JD; *Kharbanda EO; *Vazquez-Benitez G; Lipkind HS; Lee GM; Naleway AL. Monovalent H1N1 influenza vaccine safety in pregnant women, risks for acute adverse events. *Vaccine.* 2014 Sep 3;32(39):4985-92.

*Nordin JD; *Kharbanda EO; *Vazquez-Benitez G; Lipkind HS; Vellozzi C; DeStefano F. Maternal influenza vaccine and risks for preterm or small for gestational age birth. *J Pediatr.* 2014 May;164(5):1051-1057.e2.

*O'Connor PJ; Magid DJ; *Sperl-Hillen JM; Price DW; *Asche SE; *Rush WA; *Ekstrom HL;
Brand DW; Tavel HM; *Godlevsky OV; Johnson PE; *Margolis KL. Personalised physician
learning intervention to improve hypertension and lipid control: randomised trial comparing
two methods of physician profiling. *BMJ Qual Saf.* 2014 Dec;23(12):1014-22. PMCID:
PMC4557778.

*O'Connor PJ; Schmitttdiel JA; Pathak RD; Harris RI; Newton KM; *Ohnsorg KA; Heisler M;
Sterrett AT; Xu S; Dyer WT; Raebel MA; Thomas A; Schroeder EB; *Desai JR; Steiner JF.
Randomized trial of telephone outreach to improve medication adherence and metabolic
A13-132 SUPREME-DM 2.


Olson APJ; Ruedinger E; *Mathews BK. Teaching about cognitive error in medical education.

*Olson SM; Odo NU; Duran AM; Pereira AG; Mandel JH. Burnout and physical activity in

Pacanowski CR; *Senso MM; Oriogun K; *Crain AL; *Sherwood NE. Binge eating behavior
and weight loss maintenance over a 2-year period. *J Obes.* 2014 May;(1):249315. PMCID:
PMC4033559. Project Number: A06-025 Keep it Off.

Peev MP; Rago AP; Hwabiejire JO; Duggan MJ; Beagle J; *Marini JJ; Zugates G; Busold R;
Freyman T; Velmahos GS; Demoya MA; Yeh DD; Fagenholz PJ; Sharma U; King DR. Self-
expanding foam for prehospital treatment of severe intra-abdominal hemorrhage: dose

Pillow MT; Hopson L; Bond ME; Cabrera D; Patterson L; Pearson D; Sule H; *Ankel FK;
Fernandez-Frackelton M; Hall RV; Kegg JA; Norris D; Takenaka K. Social media guidelines and
best practices: recommendations from the council of residency directors social media task

Proia KK; Thota AB; Njie GJ; Finnie RK; Hopkins DP; Mukhtar Q; *Pronk NP; Zeigler D;
*Kottke TE; Rask KJ; Lackland DT; Brooks JF; Braun LT; Cooksey T. Team-based care and
improved blood pressure control: a Community Guide systematic review [review article].

*Pronk NP. Best practice design principles of worksite health and wellness programs. *ACSMs
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*Pronk NP. Bicycling to work at Quality Bicycle Products: a case example for active transportation in the business and industry sector. ACSMs Health Fitness J. 2014 Sep-Oct;18(5):49-52.


Raebel MA; Ellis JL; Schroeder EB; Xu S; O’Connor PJ; Segal JB; Butler MG; Schmittdiel JA; Kirchner HL; Goodrich GK; Lawrence JM; Nichols GA; Newton KM; Pathak RD; Steiner JF. Intensification of antihyperglycemic therapy among patients with incident diabetes: a Surveillance Prevention and Management of Diabetes Mellitus (SUPREME-DM) study. Pharmacoepidemiol Drug Saf. 2014 Jul;23(7):699-710. Project Number: A13-132 SUPREME 2.
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*Whitebird RR; *Solberg LI; Jaeckels NA; Pietruszewski PB; Hadzic S; Unutzer J; *Ohnsorg KA; *Rossom RC; Beck AL; Joslyn KE; Rubenstein LV. Effective implementation of collaborative care for depression: what is needed? *Am J Manag Care.* 2014 Sep;20(9):699-706. PMCID: PMC4270471. Project Number: A06-102 DIAMOND – Statewide.
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*Zwank MD; *Dummer BW; *Danielson LT; *Haake BC. Lacunar stroke in a teenager after minor head trauma: case report and literature review [review article]. *J Child Neurol.* 2014 Sep;29(9):NP65-8.
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*Burnett AM; *Panchal D; *Griffith KR; *Frascone RJ; *Engebretsen K. Prehospital ketamine does not prolong on-scene time compared to haloperidol when used for chemical restraint [abstract]. *Prehosp Emerg Care.* 2014 Jan-Mar;18(1):142. [Poster at the National Association of EMS Physicians (NAEMSP) Scientific Assembly, Tucson, AZ, Jan 2014.]
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Driscoll I; Snively BM; Espeland MA; Shumaker SA; Rapp SR; Goveas JS; Casanova R; Wactawski-Wende J; Manson JE; *Rossom RC; Brooks J; Hernandez DG; Singleton AB; Resnick SM. A candidate gene study of genetic risk for dementia and mild cognitive impairment (MCI) in women aged >65 years: results from the Women's Health Initiative Memory Study (WHIMS) [abstract]. *Alzheimers Dement.* 2014 Jul;10(4 Suppl):P787-P788. [Presented at the *Alzheimer's Association 2014 International Conference*, Copenhagen, Denmark, Jul 2014.]


*O'Connor PJ; Schmittdiel JA; Pathak RD; Harris RI; Newton KM; Heisler M; Sterrett AT; Xu S; Nichols G; Dyter WT; Raebel MA; Thomas A; Schroeder EB; *Desai JR; Steiner JF. Randomized trial of telephone outreach to improve medication adherence and metabolic control in adults with diabetes [abstract 1150-P]. *Diabetes.* 2014 Jun;63(Suppl 1). [Poster at the *American Diabetes 74th Scientific Sessions*, San Francisco, Jun 2014.]


**Peterson BK; *Glasrud KJ; *Stellpflug SJ; *Engebretsen KM; *Salzman JG; *Frascone RJ; *Burnett AM. Prehospital ketamine for chemical restraint: administered dose vs intubation rate [abstract]. Prehosp Emerg Care. 2014 Jan-Mar;18(1):142. [Poster at the National Association of EMS Physicians (NAEMSP) Scientific Assembly, Tucson, AZ, Jan 2014.]

Polgreen LE; Vehe R; Rudser K; *Kunin-Batson AS; Utz J; Shapiro E; Whitley CB. TNF-a levels are increased in children with mucopolysaccharidosis types I, II, and VI treated with ERT [abstract]. Mol Genet Metab. 2014 Feb;111(2):S86-S87. [Presented at the Lyosomal Disease Network's 10th Annual WORLD Symposium, San Diego, CA, Feb 2014.]

*Sperl-Hillen JM; *O'Connor PJ; *Ekstrom HL; *Rush WA; *Asche SE; *Fernandes OD; *Appana D; *Amundson GH; Johnson PE; Currant DM. Educating resident physicians using virtual case-based simulation improves diabetes management--a randomized, controlled trial [abstract 322-OR]. Diabetes. 2014 Jun;63(Suppl 1):A84. [Presented at the American Diabetes 74th Scientific Sessions, San Francisco, Jun 2014.]


Yannopoulos D; Matsuura T; Wayne MA; Mahoney BD; *Frascone RJ; Fahey B; Lick C; Wayz J; Segal N. Evaluation of the hemodynamic synergy between an impedance threshold device and the LUCAS 2 automated CPR device in a pig model of cardiac arrest [abstract]. Prehosp Emerg Care. 2014 Jan-Mar;18(1):131. [Poster at the National Association of EMS Physicians (NAEMSP) Scientific Assembly, Tucson, AZ, Jan 2014.]

*Zwank MD; *Ellingson MT; *Dummer BW; Ford CJ; *Stuck LH; *Ellingson EL. Ultrasound evaluation for jugular venous distention in patients with dyspnea [abstract]. Acad Emerg Med. 2014 May;21(Suppl 1):87. [Presented at the SAEM (Society of Academic Emergency Medicine) Annual Meeting, Dallas, TX, May 2014.]

*Zwank MD; *Kennedy SM; *Stuck LH; *Gordon BD. Default versus open text narcotic prescription writing in the emergency department electronic medical record [abstract]. Acad Emerg Med. 2014 May;21(Suppl 1):211. [Presented at the SAEM (Society of Academic Emergency Medicine) Annual Meeting, Dallas, TX, May 2014.]
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*Ahrenholz DH. Cold and frostbite injuries. Presented at the Regions Hospital OR In-Service. Saint Paul, MN. Dec 2014.

*Ahrenholz DH. Electrical burns, management of frostbite. Presented at the North Dakota Trauma 16th Annual Statewide. Fargo, ND. Sep 2014.


*Ankel FK. Entrustment decision-making. Invited presentation at the Association for Medical Education in Europe (AMEE) Conference. Milan, Italy. Sep 2014.


*Ankel FK; Promes S; *Barrett LJ. Milestones one year in--what we've learned so far. Presented at the CORD (Council of Emergency Medicine Residency Directors) Academic Assembly. New Orleans, LA. Apr 2014.


Beck AL; Dimidjian SA; *Sherwood NE; Goodman SH; Welch SS; Ludman EJ; Boggs JM; Metcalf CX; Simon GE. Behavioral activation therapy for perinatal depression: preliminary results from a multisite randomized trial. Presented at the HMO Research Network 20th Annual Conference: Embedded Research to Improve Health. Phoenix, AZ. Apr 2014.


*Burnett AM; *Salzman JG. Public-private partnership to develop a community paramedic program to decrease CHF readmissions. Poster at the Institute for Healthcare Improvement 26th Annual National Forum. Orlando, FL. Dec 2014.


Campbell J; *Mathews BK. Fatal errors: the danger of cognitive biases in medicine. Poster at the American College of Physicians Scientific Meeting, Minnesota Chapter. Minneapolis, MN. Nov 2014.

Chubak J; Ziebell R; Hart G; Greenlee RT; Honda S; Hornbrook MC; Lamerato L; Mazor KM; Nekhlyudov L; *Pawloski PA; Ritzwoller DP; Quinn VP; Doria-Rose VP; Kushi LH. Cancer Research Network: data availability pre- and post-cancer diagnosis. Poster at the HMO Research Network 20th Annual Conference: Embedded Research to Improve Health. Phoenix, AZ. Apr 2014. Project Number: A13-072 CRN Scholars Program.

*Cole PA; *Hill BW; *Rizkala AR. Data driven implant designs avoid unnecessary hardware: a comparative study for complex tibial pilon fractures. Presented at the Minnesota Orthopaedic Society Annual Meeting. Minneapolis, MN. May 2014.
2014 Publications and Presentations

*Cole PA; *Torchia MT; *Kelly BJ; *Olson JT. Integrating a student-run smoking cessation program with an orthopaedic surgery clinic at a level 1 trauma center: new opportunities for smoking cessation. Poster at the **CLARION 2014 National Competition**. Minneapolis, MN. Apr 2014.

*Cole PA; *Torchia MT; *Kelly BJ; *Olson JT. Integrating a student-run smoking cessation program with an orthopaedic surgery clinic at a level 1 trauma center: new opportunities for smoking cessation. Poster at the **Twin Cities Resident Council's Quality Forum**. Minneapolis, MN. May 2014.


Daley MF; Reifler LM; Tavel HM; Johnson ES; Lo JC; *O'Connor PJ; Magid DJ. Predicting the risk of hypertension among children with an incident elevated blood pressure. Presented at the **Pediatric Academic Societies' Annual Meeting**. Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada. May 2014.

*DePompolo AM; *Burnett AM; Cutler G; *Wewerka SS; *Morris AR; *Kharbanda EO. Implementation of a pediatric prehospital pain management protocol. Poster at the **Pediatric Academic Societies Annual Meeting**. Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada. May 2014.


*Desai JR; *Vazquez-Benitez G; Schroeder EB; Nichols GA; Steiner JF; Newton KM; Pathak RD; *Adibhatla R; *Xu Z; *Becker MR; *O'Connor PJ. Declining rates of major cardiovascular events in adults with and without diabetes: 2005-2011. Presented at the **HMO Research Network 20th Annual Conference: Embedded Research to Improve Health**. Phoenix, AZ. Apr 2014.


*Engebretsen KM. Critical care. Panelist at the American College of Medical Toxicology (ACMT), National Midyear Meeting. Tucson, AZ. Mar 2014.


Fellows JJ; Gilbert GH; *Rindal DB; Oates T; Meyerowitz C; Gordan VV; Korelitz JJ; National Dental PBRN Collaborative Group. Engaging professional organizations in the National Dental Practice-Based Research Network. Poster at the AADR (American Association for Dental Research) 43rd Annual Meeting/CADR (Canadian Association for Dental Research) 38th Annual Meeting. Charlotte, NC. Mar 2014. Project Number: A11-037 National Dental PBRN.


*Frey WH 2nd. Intranasal insulin, drugs and stem cells bypass the blood-brain barrier to treat Alzheimer's, Parkinson's and other brain disorders. Invited speaker at the Faribault Keystone Communities. Faribault, MN. May 2014.

2014 Publications and Presentations


Gordan VV; Korelitz JJ; Fellows JL; Meyerowitz C; Oates TW; *Rindal DB; Gregory RJ; Gilbert GH. Practitioner/practice characteristics associated with dental procedure use: National Dental PBRN. Poster at the AADR (American Association for Dental Research) 43rd Annual Meeting/CADR (Canadian Association for Dental Research) 38th Annual Meeting. Charlotte, NC. Mar 2014. Project Number: A11-037 National Dental PBRN.


Haller IV; Johnson BP; Riedlinger K; Barua P; *DeFor TA; Paul Hitz P; Pardee R; Tabano D. Utilization-based proxy enrollment versus standard HMORN VDW enrollment: a pilot validation study. Presented at the HMO Research Network 20th Annual Conference: Embedded Research to Improve Health. Phoenix, AZ. Apr 2014.


*Hanson LR; *Barclay TR; *Hanson AM; *Stuck LH; *Pyle M; *Cagan AB; *Rosenbloom MH. Failure on cognitive screening predicts increased healthcare utilization. Poster at the HMO Research Network 20th Annual Conference: Embedded Research to Improve Health. Phoenix, AZ. Apr 2014.
Heaven TJ; Litaker MS; Gilbert GH; Fellows JL; *Rindal DB; Gordan VV; National Dental PBRN Collaborative Group. Concordance between restoration repair scenarios and actual treatment: National Dental-PBRN. Poster at the AADR (American Association for Dental Research) 43rd Annual Meeting/CADR (Canadian Association for Dental Research) 38th Annual Meeting. Charlotte, NC. Mar 2014. Project Number: A11-037 National Dental PBRN.

*Hegarty CB; Love JN. Introduction to the SLOE and how to write a good one. Invited presentation at the CORD (Council of Emergency Medicine Residency Directors) Academic Assembly. New Orleans, LA. Apr 2014.


*Huebsch JA; Nichols J; McGinnis P; *Parker ED; *Kottke TE. A nurse-led system to improve evidence-based cardiac care in primary care clinics. Presented at the Preventive Cardiovascular Nurses Association 20th Annual Symposium. Atlanta, GA. Apr 2014. Project Number: A09-132 WWMA Trial.


2014 Publications and Presentations


*Johnson GL. Keynote speaker at the *Minnesota Simulation Conference, Riverland Community College.* Austin, MN. Oct 2014.


*Johnson GL. Recognizing and responding to the deteriorating patient: a precursor to rapid response/code teams. Presented at the *Quest for Excellent Simulation Conference.* Hagerstown, WV. Jun 2014.


*Johnson NJ. Opportunities for research while in private practice. Presented at the *AADR (American Association for Dental Research) 43rd Annual Meeting/CADR (Canadian Association for Dental Research) 38th Annual Meeting.* Charlotte, NC. Mar 2014.

*Johnson NP. Research while in private practice. Presented at the *Midwest Regional Dental Students 2014 Research Conference, School of Dentistry, University of Minnesota.* Minneapolis, MN. Apr 2014. Project Number: A11-037 National Dental PBRN.

*Kane SM; *Butani AL; *Rush WA; *Paskach RR; Bauck A; Fellows JL; La Chance P; *Rindal DB; Fuehrer J; Miller A; Olson BF; Acharya A. A multi-site virtual data warehouse to support oral-systematic research. Presented at the *AADR (American Association for Dental Research) 43rd Annual Meeting/CADR (Canadian Association for Dental Research) 38th Annual Meeting.* Charlotte, NC. Mar 2014.

*Kharbanda EO. Tdap during pregnancy: safety and coverage data from the VSD. Presented at the *Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices (ACIP) Meeting.* Atlanta, GA. Feb 2014.
*Kharbanda EO; *Vazquez-Benitez G; Lipkind HS; Klein NP; Cheetham TC; Naleway AL; Omer SB; Hambidge SJ; Lee GM; Jackson ML; McCarthy NL; DeStefano F; *Nordin JD. Evaluation of the association of maternal pertussis vaccination with obstetric events and birth outcomes. Presented at the Pediatric Academic Societies/Asian Society for Pediatric Research (PAS/ASPR) 2014 Joint Meeting. Vancouver, Canada. May 2014.


2014 Publications and Presentations

*Kottke TE. Hyperlipidemia management. Presented at the HealthPartners Primary Care Update: Pathways to Knowledge. Minneapolis, MN. Sep 2014.


Lawrence JM; Sidell MA; Li X; *Desai JR; *O’Connor PJ; Schmittdiel JA. Timing and impact of transition from pediatric to adult care on glycemic control among adolescents and young adults with diabetes: results from the SUPREME-DM pilot study. Poster at the International Society for Pediatric and Adolescent Diabetes (ISPAD) 40th Annual Conference. Toronto, Canada. Sep 2014.


*Margolis KL; *Asche SE; *Bergdall AR; *Groen SE; *Klotzl KJ; *Michels RD; *Rehrauer DJ; *Sperl-Hillen JM; *Trower NK; *O’Connor PJ. How did pharmacists help patients achieve blood pressure control in a randomized trial of home blood pressure telemonitoring plus pharmacist management? Poster at the HMO Research Network 20th Annual Conference: Embedded Research to Improve Health. Phoenix, AZ. Apr 2014. Project Number: A07-116 Hyperlink.

*Martinson BC. Promoting research integrity climates in organizations: from bobbing for bad apples to looking upstream. Presented at the Promoting Research Integrity: A Workshop for Research Faculty and Administrators. Jacksonville, FL. Feb 2014. Project Number: A07-129 U-RICA.

*Martinson BC. Promoting research integrity climates in organizations: from bobbing for bad apples to looking upstream. Presented at the Association for Practical and Professional Ethics (APPE) Annual Meeting. Jacksonville, FL. Mar 2014. Project Number: A07-129 U-RICA.


*Mathews BK. From mindfulness to mindfulness: cognitive biases and clinical decision making. Workshop at the University of Minnesota Internal Medicine Residency Program Educational Workshop. Saint Paul, MN. Dec 2014.


*Mathews BK; Baum K. Making a difference through data and improvement. Presented at the University of Minnesota Internal Medicine Residency Program Multisite Conference. Saint Paul, MN. Nov 2014.

*Mathews BK; Olson APJ. High-value decision making. Presented at the University of Minnesota Internal Medicine Residency Program. Saint Paul, MN. May 2014.

*Mathews BK; Olson APJ. That’s how my brain works? A toolkit for teaching about error and cognitive bias in case-based conferences. Workshop at the Association of Program Directors in Internal Medicine (APDIM). Nashville, TN. Apr 2014.
2014 Publications and Presentations

*Mathews BK; Olson APJ; Ruedinger E. Thinking about thinking smarter: how understanding medical decision-making and cognitive biases can help you improve care. Invited presentation at the Aurora Internal Medicine Residency Program Workshop. Milwaukee, WI. Jul 2014.


*Mathews BK; *Shelver JD; Korenfeld Y. You may text and click during my conference! Engagement that leads to more engagement. Workshop at the Association of Program Directors in Internal Medicine (APDIM). Nashville, TN. Apr 2014.


McGovern P; Hellerstedt W; Gjerdingen D; Nachreiner T; *DeFor TA; *Fontaine PL. Racial disparities in depression screening and monitoring among pregnant and postpartum women. Presented at the Minnesota Health Services Research 18th Annual Conference. Saint Paul, MN. Mar 2014.


Must A; Curtin C; Boutelle KN; DiBari J; Donnelly JE; Fleming R; Fox MH; Hassink S; Humpries K; Kral T; Odoms-Young A; Rimmer J; Segal M; *Sherwood NE; Sikich L; Stanish H; Bandini L. Establishing a research network agenda for promoting healthy weight among children with autism spectrum disorder and developmental disabilities (ASD/DD). Presented at the American Public Health Association (APHA) 142nd Annual Meeting & Exposition. New Orleans, LA. Nov 2014.
Must A; Eliasziw M; Phillips S; Curtin S; Kral T; Segal M; *Sherwood NE; Sikich L; Stanish H; Bandini L. Prevalence of obesity in children with and without autism: disparity increases across pre-adolescent and adolescent ages. Poster at the ObesityWeek 2nd Annual Meeting. Boston, MA. Nov 2014.


*O'Connor PJ; *Desai JR; *Sperl-Hillen JM; *Adibhatla R; *Becker MT; *Ohnsorg KA; *Vazquez-Benitez G. Addressing missing data and clinical relapse can improve composite diabetes quality of care measure. Presented at the HMO Research Network 20th Annual Conference: Embedded Research to Improve Health. Phoenix, AZ. Apr 2014.

*Olson JT; *Kelly BJ; *Torchia MT; *Cole PA. Integrating a student-run smoking cessation program with an orthopaedic surgery clinic at a level 1 trauma center. Presented at the American Medical Association Research Symposium. Dallas, TX. Nov 2014.

*Olson JT; *Kelly BJ; *Torchia MT; *Cole PA. Integrating a student-run smoking cessation program with an orthopaedic surgery clinic at a level 1 trauma center. Poster at the American College of Surgeons Medical Student Program. San Francisco, CA. Oct 2014.


*Pawloski PA; *Giordana MD; *Thoresen AA; *Thomas AJ; *Vazquez-Benitez G; Loggers E; Lamerato L; *Butani AL; *Shapiro GR; *Hurley RW. Validation of colony stimulating factor (G-CSF) data within the HMORN Virtual Data Warehouse. Poster at the HMO Research Network 20th Annual Conference: Embedded Research to Improve Health. Phoenix, AZ. Apr 2014. Project Number: A13-103 CSF Bio Markers.

2014 Publications and Presentations


*Phatharacharukul P; *Alpern JD; *Mathews BK. Pulmonary nocardiosis: uncommon but fatal if untreated. Poster at the American College of Physicians Scientific Meeting, Minnesota Chapter. Minneapolis, MN. Nov 2014.


*Rindal DB; *Flottemesch TJ; *Durand EU; *Godlevsky OV; Schmidt A; Gilbert GH; National Dental PBRN Collaborative Group. Sustainability and colleague influence of evidence-based change: National Dental PBRN. Poster at the AADR (American Association for Dental Research) 43rd Annual Meeting/CADR (Canadian Association for Dental Research) 38th Annual Meeting. Charlotte, NC. Mar 2014. Project Number: A11-037 National Dental PBRN.

*Roach BD; *Stuck LH; *Zwank MD. Patient care intervals associated with increased productivity. Poster at the SAEM (Society for Academic Emergency Medicine) 2014 Midwest Regional Meeting. Detroit, MI. Sep 2014.

*Rossom RC; Simon GE; Beck AL; Waitzfelder BE; Coleman KJ; Stewart C; Opskralski B; Penfold RB; Shortreed S. Appropriateness of antidepressant prescribing thresholds across health systems and patient groups. Presented at the Mental Health Services Research 22nd NIMH Conference. Bethesda, MD. Apr 2014.

*Rossom RC; *Solberg LI; *Vazquez-Benitez G; *Whitebird RR; *Crain AL; Beck AL; Unutzer J. Predictors of poor response to usual depression treatment in primary care. Presented at the HMO Research Network 20th Annual Conference: Embedded Research to Improve Health. Phoenix, AZ. Apr 2014.

*Rush WA; *Kane SM; *Johnson NJ; *Worley DC. Could BMI be a caries risk predictor? Poster at the AADR (American Association for Dental Research) 43rd Annual Meeting/CADR (Canadian Association for Dental Research) 38th Annual Meeting. Charlotte, NC. Mar 2014.

*Schousboe JT; Paudel ML; Taylor BC; Mah LW; Virnig BA; Ensrud KE; Dowd BE. Estimation of standardized hospital costs from claims data that reflect resource requirements for care. Poster at the HMO Research Network 20th Annual Conference: Embedded Research to Improve Health. Phoenix, AZ. Apr 2014.


*Schubert WV. Ballistic injuries to the face. Presented at Wayne State. Detroit, MI. Sep 2014.


*Schubert WV. Biomechanics of mandible, load sharing and load bearing, physical findings, surgical approaches. Presented at the Hong Kong AO Multispecialty Maxillofacial Trauma and Reconstruction Course. Hong Kong. Nov 2014.

*Schubert WV. Challenges and treatment approaches for the edentulous mandible. Presented at the AO Annual Veterinary Course. Davos, Switzerland. Dec 2014.


2014 Publications and Presentations


*Schubert WV. Indications for dental impressions, dental models, dental splints, palatal splints, lingual splints, and use of dentures or Gunning splint to maintain subcondylar height. Presented at the Hong Kong AO Multispecialty Maxillofacial Trauma and Reconstruction Course. Hong Kong. Nov 2014.


*Schubert WV. Mandibular trauma and reconstruction. Invited lecture at the *Sushruta Oration Association of Plastic Surgeons of India Conference (APSICON)*. Chandigarh, India. Oct 2014.


*Schubert WV. Orbital walls and NOE. Presented at the *AO Annual CMF Davos Course*. Davos, Switzerland. Dec 2014.


2014 Publications and Presentations


*Schubert WV. Staging of panfacial trauma. Presented at the Hong Kong AO Multispecialty Maxillofacial Trauma and Reconstruction Course. Hong Kong. Nov 2014.


*Solberg LI. Final results from a study of the implementation of the collaborative care model for primary care of depression (DIAMOND) in 76 clinics in Minnesota. Poster at the HMO Research Network 20th Annual Conference: Embedded Research to Improve Health. Phoenix, AZ. Apr 2014. Project Number: A06-102 DIAMOND.

*Solberg LI; *Crain AL; Unutzer J; Beck AL; Rubenstein L; Jaeckels N; *Whitebird RR; *Maciosek MV; *Rossom RC; *Ohnsorg K. Impact of a learning healthcare network on depression outcomes: the DIAMOND initiative. Presented at the NIMH (National Institute of Mental Health) 22nd Conference on Mental Health Services (MHSR), MHSR 2014: Research in Pursuit of a Mental Health Care System. Washington DC. Apr 2014.


*Sperl-Hillen JM; *O’Connor PJ; Magid DJ; *Margolis KL; Price DJ; *Asche SE; *Rush WA; Johnson BD; *Ekstrom HL. Personalized physician learning intervention to improve hypertension control: randomized trial comparing two methods of physician profiling. Poster at the HMO Research Network 20th Annual Conference: Embedded Research to Improve Health. Phoenix, AZ. Apr 2014. Project Number: A00-016 SimCare.


2014 Publications and Presentations

*Switzer JA; *Wright DM; *Carson VL; *Cole PA. Regions Geriatric Fracture Program (GFP): mobile outreach as an innovative, integral part of comprehensive elder fracture care. Presented at the Mid-America Orthopaedic Association Annual Meeting. San Antonio, TX. Apr 2014.


*Wewerka SS; Forrest N; *Ehman SJ; Guiton JB; *McGonigal MD. On the Spot: implementation of a trauma team activation timeout in a Level I trauma center. Poster at the Society of Trauma Nurses Annual Conference. New Orleans, LA. Apr 2014.


*Yang L; Sabb D; Munzer B; Gonzaga J; *Grall KJ; Denninghoff K; DeLuca L. Incidence of ventilator-associated pneumonia compared to ventilator-associated events in the ED. Presented at the Society for Critical Care Medicine Annual Congress. San Francisco, CA. Jan 2014.


Zylla DM; Fulbright JW; *Pawloski PA; Illig LC; Peck AL; Van Peursem SA; Richter SA; Larson AR. Pain score, analgesic utilization, and patient satisfaction among cancer patients at a community cancer center. Presented at the American Society of Clinical Oncology, Palliative Care in Oncology Symposium. Boston, MA. Oct 2014.

Books/Book Chapters


2014 Publications and Presentations


Piper MA; Evans CV; Burda BU; *Margolis KL; O'Connor E; Smith N; Webber E; Perdue LA; Bigler KD; Whitlock EP. Screening for high blood pressure in adults: a systematic evidence review for the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force [Internet]. Rockville, MD: Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality; Dec 2014. Report No. 13-05194-EF-1.


Patents


